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Introduction
Ac lassic result is that a convex polyhedron P can be represented in twow ays. An Hrepresentation is givenbyan m × d matrix A = (a i, j )and m-vector b = (b i ):
If A is minimal, that is no rowc an be deleted without changing P,t hen P has mf acets,e ach defined by one of the inequalities in (1.1). A vertex y ∈R d is a point of P that satisfies an affinely independent set of d inequalities as equations. Weassume throughout that P has at least one vertex, which implies that m ≥ d.A n extreme ray z ∈R d is a direction such that for some vertex y and anyp ositive scalar t, y + tz is in P and satisfies some set of d − 1a ffinely independent inequalities as equations. Note that an extreme ray is unique only up to a positive scalar,s ince if z is an extreme ray then so is tz for anyp ositive scalar t.A nequivalent V-representation of P is givenbyaminimal set of sv ertices y 1 , ... , y s and uextreme rays z 1 , ... , z u :
The vertex enumeration problem is to produce a V -representation from an H-representation, and the facet enumeration problem is to provide the reverse transformation. It is well known that these problems are essentially equivalent.
This paper describes computational experience obtained in the development of the lrs code [1] , to solvethe vertex/facet enumeration problem. A complete technical description of the methods described here is contained in the companion paper [8] . The code is based on the reverse search algorithm proposed by Fukuda and the author [4] . Briefly and informally,t he reverse search algorithm works as follows. Suppose we have a system of m linear inequalities defining a d-dimensional polyhedron in R d and a vertexo ft hat polyhedron givenb yt he indices of d inequalities whose bounding hyperplanes intersect at the vertex. These indices define a cobasis for the vertex. The complementary set of m − d indices are called a basis.F or anyg iv enl inear objective function, the simplexm ethod generates a path between adjacent bases (or equivalently cobases) which are those differing in one index. The path is terminated when a basis of a vertex maximizing this objective function is found. The path is found by pivoting, which involves interchanging one of the hyperplanes defining the current cobasis with one in the basis. The path chosen from the initial givenb asis depends on the pivotr ule used, which must be finite to avoid cycling. If we look at the set of all such paths from all bases of the polyhedron, we get a spanning forest of the graph of adjacent bases of the polyhedron. The root of each subtree of the forest is a basis of an optimum vertex. The reverse search algorithm starts at each root and traces out its subtree in depth first order by reversing the pivotrule.
The algorithm is particularly easy if each vertexl ies on exactly d hyperplanes, and so has a unique basis. In this case the polyhedron is called simple or non-degenerate.T he spanning forest has one component, which is a spanning tree of the skeleton of the polyhedron, and each vertexis produced once. An example of such a polyhedron is the cube, and Figure 1 shows a possible reverse search tree for it.
Figure1:Rev erse Search Treefor Vertex Enumeration of the Cube
In this paper we discuss various implementations of this algorithm: ve01, ve06, qrs,and lrs. The first implementation, ve01 was released by the author in 1992, and revised in 1994 [6] . It solved the vertexe numeration problem for polytopes (bounded polyhedra), and did not report extreme rays. At echnical description of the latest implementation, lrs,i sgiv enin [8] . All of the implementations use extended precision exact arithmetic. As ummary of differences between the various codes is giveninT able 1.
In [6] some preliminary computational experience was giveno nas et of sevent est problems. Table 2 shows the improvement in running time obtained between the original program ve01 and version 2.3 of lrs on these test problems (for information on the machines used for the experiments in this paper,s ee the appendix). All of the problems in1,...,in7a re vertexe numeration problems, with #F input inequalities in d dimensions. In the The purpose of this paper is to quantify empirically various improvements made, in order to drawsome conclusions that may be useful to other geometric computational problems. In particular,westudy the use of perturbation, lifting, and integer pivoting. Wegiv e some indication of the cost of using extended precision arithmetic by comparing running times with a fixed 64-bit integer version of the code. Finally we illustrate the estimation functions of lrs.I nt he next section we give a new set of test problems that are considerably more difficult than the set discussed above.
Test Problems
We study the behaviour of various versions of the reverse search code on a set of fivec lasses of polyhedra. Although lrs handles unbounded polyhedra and does facet enumeration, earlier versions of the code did not report extreme rays, and performed vertexe numeration only.T o facilitate comparisons between versions, we choose examples that are polytopes. Since a facet enumeration problem can be solved directly as a vertexe numeration problem for polytopes containing the origin as an interior point, we restrict our facet enumeration test problems to these polytopes. The problems were chosen to include both simple and highly degenerate polytopes, and to require a wide range of digits of precision in the calculations. Each example comes from a class of polytopes with a large literature. Wed escribe them briefly here. Each problem is givena name name m_n,w here m and n denote the size of the input array for the problem. For vertex enumeration, m is the number of input inequalities, and for facet enumeration it is the number of vertices. n is the dimension of the polytope plus one. Data for the sevenproblems chosen is given in Table 3 , and the input files are available on-line as described in the appendix. The first three problems and the last one are facet enumeration problems, and the others are vertexe numeration problems. For each problem the output to be computed is highlighted in bold face. The volume is givenf or the facet enumeration problems. Although the volume is computed exactly,afl oating point approximation is givenhere due to the large size of the integers.
Cut Polytope
For n ≥ 4, let x = (x i, j )1≤ i < j ≤ n be a vector of length n(n − 1)/2. For convenience, we identify x i, j and x j,i .T he cut polytope is givenbythe convex hull of the following 2 n−1 vertices. Forevery subset S of {1, 2, . . . , n − 1} define 
if precisely one of i and j ∈S otherwise
In the standard definition of a cut polytope, the -1 is replaced by zero. Weu se the above formulation so that the polytope contains the origin. These polytopes are described in detail in the book of Deza and Laurent [14] . The description above isaV -description, so we consider facet enumeration for the cut polytopes with n = 5, 6 named cut16_11 and cut32_16 respectively.
Metric Polytope
Let n and x be defined as above.T he metric polytope is givenbythe system of inequalities
for every set of distinct indices i, j, k in the range 1, ...,n.N ote that for each triple there are three inequalities of the first type and one of the second. The metric polytope is closely related to the metric cone, which can be used to determine infeasibility of fractional multicommodity flows, see Iri [19] . Early work on the extreme rays of the metric cone is contained in Avis [3] and Lomonosov [22] . Up to translation and scaling, the vertices of the cut polytope are vertices of the metric polytope. Theyd escribe the same polytope when n = 4, otherwise the cut polytope is a strict sub-polytope. The description above isan H-description, so we consider facet enumeration for the metric polytopes with n = 5, 6 named metric40_11 and metric80_16 respectively.
Cyclic Polytope
Cyclic polytopes achieve the bound of requiring the most facets of anyp olytope with the same dimension and number of vertices, see for example Ziegler [23] . Theyc an be defined in any dimension d ≥ 2b yc hoosing n > d vertices of the form (t, t 2 , ... , t d ), for n distinct values of t. Cyclic polytopes are notoriously unstable numerically and require very long integers when manipulated by programs using exact arithmetic. We consider the facet enumeration problem for the example cyclic25_13 with 25 vertices in 12 dimensions defined by the integers −12 ≤ t ≤ 12. The polytope was translated and scaled to contain the origin and maintain integer coordinates.
Configuration Polytope
Configuration polytopes arise in the modelling of alloys. Theywere brought to our attention by Ceder and Garbulsky [12] and provided the first large problem solved by an early implementation of lrs:apolytope with 729 inequalities in 8 dimensions and 4,862 facets which in 1992 took overam onth to solve. Even after perturbation the polytope contained 477,421 bases. Here we consider a smaller example, mit31_20 which is a facet enumeration problem with a Vrepresentation with 31 vertices in 19 dimensions. The input matrix is quite sparse, and contains integers between -12 and 12.
Kuhn-Quandt Polytopes
Kuhn-Quandt polytopes are defined by random matrices, and historically were one of the first test problems for evaluating variants of the simplexmethod [21] . The problems have the form Ax ≤ b, x ≥ 0, with matrix entries randomly chosen in the range 0..1000 and b vector entries all 10000. In our example, kq20_11 (identical to in7 in Table 2 ), we choose a 10 by 10 matrix with these properties, and add 10 non-negativity constraints.
Speedups
In this section we discuss methods used to speed up the original implementation of reverse search. Unless otherwise stated, we will refer to the vertexe numeration problem, where the input is an H-description and the required output is a V -description.
Perturbation
Pivoting methods for vertexe numeration enumerate bases for the vertices in the Vdescription, as described in the introduction. Among the test problems, cyclic25_13 and kq20_11 are simple polyhedra, but the other problems are highly degenerate, making a computation of all bases extremely expensive.U sing various implementations of reverse search, we can study the effect of perturbation to reduce the number of bases. In this section, we treat all problems as Hrepresentations to facilitate the use of earlier codes. For the four facet enumeration problems in Table 3 , this corresponds to doing a vertexe numeration of the dual polytope. The number of bases in each unperturbed polytope is givenincolumn 4 of The standard approach to reducing the number of bases is perturbation: makes mall changes to the input data so that the resulting polyhedron is simple. The resulting perturbed polyhedron will typically have more vertices, but far fewer bases, than the original polyhedron. Numerical perturbation was implemented for ve06 and qrs by adding a small random number to the b vector. Fort he degenerate test problems we added a rational t/10000 where t wasar andomly chosen integer in the range 1..100, and used the seed 1234 for the random number generator.C olumn 5 of Table 4 shows the result of the perturbation, giving the number of bases of the perturbed polytope that are computed if either ve06 or qrs is used.
Numerical perturbations creates several difficulties: (i) perturbed vertices have tob et ransformed back to give true vertices; (ii) the answer may no longer be correct as vertices may be lost; (iii) perturbation increases the cost of the extended precision arithmetic; (iv) a vertexi so utput more than once. Fort his reason it was abandoned. lrs resolves degeneracyb yu se of the wellknown lexicographic pivots election rule for the simplexm ethod (see for example, Ignizio and Cavalier [18] . )T his rule is defined for a subset of the bases, known as lex-positive.T he subgraph of lex-positive bases forms a connected subgraph of the basis graph which covers all vertices of the polyhedron. It is known that the set of lex-positive bases of a polytope P in fact is combinatorially equivalent to the set of bases of a certain numeric perturbation of P.T he last column of Table 4 shows the number of lex-positive bases for each problem. We remark that this number in general depends on the order of the input data. Fort he original set of test problems in Table 2 , column 6 givest he number of bases of the input polyhedron, which are computed by ve01. Column 8 givest he number of lex-positive bases computed by lrs.S ince the running time of reverse search methods is proportional to the number of bases computed, the speedup for the highly degenerate problems is very large.
Lexicographic perturbation has several other advantages. An objective function can be chosen so that the simplexm ethod initiated at anyl ex-positive basis terminates at a unique lexpositive optimum basis. This considerably simplified the implementation, as the earlier versions required a preliminary phase of reversing the dual simplexm ethod in order to generate all optimal dictionaries. With suitable labelling, the lex-min basis for each vertexi sl ex-positive and this property can be tested quickly.B yr eporting only lex-positive bases we avoid output duplication for degenerate inputs. Finally,f or the facet enumeration problem, lexicographic perturbation induces a triangulation of P,w hich can be used to enable the volume to be computed readily.A detailed description of the underlying theory is givenin [8] .
Lifting
The programs ve01, ve06 and qrs perform only the transformation of an H-representation to a V -representation. In order to allowt he reverse transformation, the facet enumeration problem, a standard lifting technique ( see for example [23] , Chapter 1 ) was implemented in lrs.T he input V -representation is lifted (or homogenized) to a pointed cone in one higher dimension, for which the twoproblems are equivalent. Specifically,each vertex(a 1 ,...,a d )of P is transformed to the inequality
and each ray (a 1 ,...,a d )of P is transformed to the inequality
The resulting system of inequalities describes a pointed cone P in d + 1-dimensions. A ray (z 1 ,...,z d+1 )of P corresponds to the facet and the additional inequality y 0 ≥ 0i sa dded. Again we obtain a pointed cone in one higher dimension.
The lifted polyhedron has one completely degenerate vertex, the origin. Since pivoting methods perform badly on degenerate polyhedra, it was expected that lifting would result in slower running times. It came as a surprise that in fact the reverse seems to be the case. As mentioned in the introduction to Section 2, the facet enumeration problem for polytopes containing the origin can be solved as a vertexe numeration problem. In order to test lrs,w ec ompared the output obtained in this way with the results obtained by lifting, see Table 5 . Weran each problem with the input as an H-description, getting the unlifted results, and as a V -description getting the lifted results. In all cases the lifted polytope contains fewer bases, and speedups of the order of 2-4 times were obtained.
These results can be explained by the fact a givend ictionary can represent only one vertex, butm ay represent manyr ays (up to the number of columns d). Rays are easily detected by checking the signs of the current dictionary,and can be output immediately.For each vertex, howev er, a piv otisrequired to compute its dictionary.Inthe case where this dictionary is a leaf of the reverse search tree, this pivotis"wasted", as is the time required to determine this fact. 
Rational vs Integer Arithmetic
All implementations described in this paper use exact integer arithmetic. The extended integers are stored in arrays of long integers. For 32-bit (respectively,6 4-bit) machines, each array element stores 4 (respectively,9 )d ecimal digits. The basic arithmetic and normalization functions were taken from Gonnet and Baeza-Yates [16] , except for the long division routine which wasimplemented by Quinn based on Knuth [20] , p. 320.
The programs ve01 and ve06 were implemented in rational arithmetic. The dictionary was savedi nt wo extended integer matrices, one for the numerators and one for the denominators. After each arithmetic operation involving twor ational numbers, the resulting rational is reduced by dividing by the greatest common divisor (gcd) obtained by Euclid'sa lgorithm. For integer arithmetic, division is the most expensive operation. For rational arithmetic, division and multiplication are equivalent requiring twom ultiplications and a divide. Theya re faster than addition/subtraction which requires 3 multiplications, one addition/subtraction and one divide.
The most time consuming operation in all implementations is pivoting the dictionary.T o pivotarational dictionary on row r and column s the following operations are performed: where in the above formulae i ≠ r, j ≠ s,and the barred coefficients are the newdictionary entries computed. Using rational arithmetic, about 75-85% of the total running time was spent in the gcd computation. An alternative top iv oting using rationals is the integer pivoting method of Edmonds [15] which is connected to Cramer'sr ule, see the appendix of Chvátal [13] . In integer pivoting, only the numerators of coefficients of the dictionary are stored, with respect to a common denominator, which is the determinant of the current basis, denoted det(B). Top iv ota ni nteger dictionary on row r and column s the following operations are performed:
where in the above formulae, i ≠ r and j ≠ s.I tc an be shown that the integer division (3.2) has no remainder.B oth qrs and lrs implement integer pivoting. The only gcd computations required are those to produce output coefficients in reduced form. Toc ompare integer and rational arithmetic, we compared ve06 and qrs,see Table 6 . The only essential difference between the codes is the use of integer arithmetic, so almost all of the speedup can be attributed to this. In the table, the reverse search trees for cyclic25_13 and metric80_16 were truncated at depth 5 to reduce the computation time. Speedups were obtained on all problems, but varied widely from 1.3 to 18.5. Columns 4 and 5 give the approximate maximum number of decimal digits used in the computations. The experiments were performed using a 32-bit machine, so the number of digits reported is 4 times the number of array elements required to hold the largest number.T herefore the maximum integer may actually be up to 3 decimal digits shorter than that specified. Note that integer arithmetic appears to produce the greatest speedups for the problems involving the largest numbers.
Extended vs Fixed Precision
The reverse search algorithm is by nature very sensitive ton umerical error.As ingle misinterpreted sign may mean that an entire subtree of the reverse search tree is not discovered. For this reason all implementations were performed in extended precision exact arithmetic. It is of interest to see howm uch overhead is involved with this arithmetic. Tot est this we used a version of lrs prepared by Marzetta called lrs1which uses fixed 64 bit integers. This program contains no overflowc hecking, and can handle problems for which the integers in the calculations do not exceed about 19 decimal digits. Table 7 givesac omparison of lrs1a nd lrs.I tc an be seen that the program runs about six times faster on the average when using fixed integer arithmetic. Since the overhead grows as the size of the integers grows, this can be viewed as a lower bound on the overhead of extended precision arithmetic, as implemented in lrs.T he table indicates the importance of extending the range of problems solvable in fixed precision. The most time consuming operation is the pivotu pdate in equation (3.2). As mentioned the division is exact. Therefore it would be of interest to derive a special purpose code to compute the value a i, j without overflow, whenev eritand all the terms on the right hand side of (3.2) are small enough to fit in a single computer word. 
Estimates
The output size of a vertexo rf acet enumeration problem varies enormously depending on the problem. For example, a non-redundant V -description containing n vertices in d dimensions can define a polytope with as fewa s O(log n)o ra sm anya s Ω(n d/2 )f acets. Tight bounds are known as the Lower and Upper Bound Theorems (see, e.g. [23] ). Clearly these problems become infeasible for certain polytopes, evenf or rather small values of n and d.Auseful feature of reverse search is that it allows a randomization that produces unbiased estimates of the output size and the size of the reverse search tree. For polytopes givenb yaV -description, it is also possible to get an unbiased estimate of the volume.
The estimate is based on a technique of Hall and Knuth [17] and is described in Avis and Devroye [5] . The keyf act is that it is possible at anyn ode in a reverse search tree to find its degree and generate one of its children uniformly at random. This allows the generation of a random path from the root to a leaf. An estimate of the tree size is calculated from the degree sequence obtained. The estimate is unbiased, meaning that its expected value is the correct number of nodes in the tree. It is also possible to get an estimate of the expected value of anyfunction defined at each node of the tree. For a vertexe numeration problem, one such function is the indicator function, with value one if the corresponding basis is lexmin for its vertex, and zero otherwise. The expected value of this function is the number of vertices of the polyhedron. Similary we can determine the number of extreme rays by letting the function be the number of lexmin rays defined by the dictionary with the current basis. For facet enumeration problems, we can compute the expected value of the volume by letting the function represent the determinant of the current basis, and scaling appropriately at the end of the computation.
Although the estimates obtained are unbiased, theyhav e high variance. Methods for reducing the variance are described in [5] . The method implemented in lrs is to search the tree completely to a fixed depth h,and then to makerandom probes to estimate the size of each remaining subtree. Table 8 givest he results for a set of estimates for our test problems. The parameter h is shown in the final column. For the first problem, 3 random probes were made from the root and av eraged. The other estimates were obtained by a single random probe in each subtree remaining at the depth h.C olumn 2 givest he upper bound on the number of vertices or facets givenb yt he Upper Bound Theorem applied to problems of each givens ize. This also givesa nu pper bound on the number of bases that will be generated by lrs,s ince these bases correspond to the bases of aperturbed polyhedron with the same input parameters as the original problem. In most cases this is a huge overestimate. For cyclic25_13 howeveri ti se xact, since the class of cyclic polytopes realize the bound givenbythe Upper Bound Theorem. The next three columns give estimates for the number of vertices (or facets), lexp ositive bases(#B) and the volume. These can be compared with the actual values giveni nT able 3. Since the running time of lrs is directly proportional to #B, the estimate of this parameter provides an easy way to estimate the running time required to solvet he problem competely.T he ratio of the estimate to the actual value is giveni nt he next three columns. The second last column shows the percentage of the entire reverse search tree that wasexamined in making the estimate. Forproblems where the determinants of the bases have roughly the same absolute value, the error in estimating the volume will be comparable to that in estimating the number of bases. Fort he cyclic polytope the determinants of the bases have enormous variance, explaining the relatively poor estimate obtained in this case.
Conclusion
In this paper we gav e empirical evidence that symbolic perturbation, lifting and integer pivoting all give substantial speedups when used in a reverse search vertexe numeration program. These methods are all quite general and suitable for other geometric and polyhedral computation problems. Wealso gav e some indication of the overhead cost of extended precision arithmetic and demonstrated lrs's estimation feature.
Although lrs is a large improvement on earlier implementations, it is far from an efficient general solution to the vertexe numeration problem. Such a solution should reasonably be required to generate all vertices in time polynomial in the input and output size. Currently no such algorithm is known to exist. Examples contained in Avis, Bremner and Seidel [7] showt hat all pivota lgorithms using numeric or symbolic perturbation may behave extremely badly: the number of bases computed can be super-polynomial in the number of vertices. This is born out in practice for combinatorial polytopes such as the cut and metric polytopes described in the paper. Fort hese polytopes a double description algorithm, such as Fukuda's cdd [2] is superior. lrs is efficient for vertexe numeration of simple (or near-simple) polyhedra, or dually for facet enumeration of simplicial (or near-simplicial) polyhedra. It is also useful when the output size is too large to be stored in memory.R ecently Bremner,Fukuda and Marzetta [9] developed an ingenious primal-dual method for vertexe numeration of highly degenerate simplicial polytopes that satisfy a hereditary property.I tw orks by simulating the reverse search tree generated by lrs for the (easy) dual facet enumeration problem for simplicial polytopes. Dually,t his method can be used for facet enumeration of simple polytopes. For polytopes with zero-one vertices, a polynomial time vertexenumeration algorithm was recently announced by Bussieck and Luebbecke [11] .
lrs can be efficiently parallelized, as has been done by Br" ungger,M arzetta, Fukuda and Nievergelt [10] . This parallel version has been used to solves ome extremely large problems which do not seem solvable by other methods.
